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Introduction
General Description
Description of Operation

INTRODUCTION
The equipment you have purchased from Pacific Conveyors Ltd. will give you many
years of service if properly operated and carefully maintained.
This manual is intended to provide suitable instructions for the safe operation and
effective maintenance of the equipment.
We therefore recommend that a copy of this manual be made available to all
personnel responsible for operation and maintenance of the conveyer system.
We recommend that a planned maintenance program be set up which reflects
frequency of use and availability of scheduled downtime in your operation. The
following material contains sample log sheets - which may be kept for each
component of your conveyer system.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Equipment consists of two outbound baggage conveyor systems, each consisting of
one powered loading conveyor in the public area feeding a powered
accumulation/transit conveyor which carries baggage to the airside holding area,
where it is manually loaded onto baggage carts. Electrical controls, which power this
system, are also part of the conveyor contract.
Electric powered rolling shutter fire/security shutters are linked to the conveyors
through their control systems, to ensure that security shutters may not be opened by
unauthorised personnel, and that conveyors are not started until the shutters are fully
open.
Sample description of operation follows.
Each airport or each consultant may have preferences in the way systems operate.

SAMPLE
OUTBOUND BAGGAGE HANDLING SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION
SYSTEM START
1)
CATSA operator turns key switch in screening room
Security shutter opens. Shutter is confirmed open by limit switch (LS1)
Conveyor system is enabled..
2)
CATSA operator presses start pushbutton
Buzzer/Beacon in baggage hold room energised for 6 seconds (user adjustable to
allow time for shutter to be confirmed open)
Conveyor M1 starts and runs continuously.
3)
Screened bags are placed onto M1 loading conveyor
Bags proceed over M1 conveyor, eventually blocking photoeye PE1.
Conveyor M2 starts, but runs only until PE1 clears.
In this way, bags accumulate on Conveyor M2
4)
If bags are allowed to accumulate to the end of the line.
The first accumulated bag blocks photoeye PE2
All conveyors stop. Rolling shutter does not close. Fault light illuminates in local
control
station 1.
This fault does not require manual reset. It is reset automatically and system restarted
when photoeye PE2 is cleared.
5)
Baggage handler removes bag from in front of photoeye PE2
Fault light in local control station 1 extinguishes. All conveyors restart.
SYSTEM STOP
1)
Any operator presses STOP button
All conveyors stop. Security shutter closes
2)
Any operator activates EMERGENCY STOP
All conveyors stop. Security shutter remains open.
Fault light illuminates in local control station 1.
The cause must be investigated and corrected, and the emergency stop device reset.
Fault light in local control station #1 extinguishes
The system does not restart automatically. The system may then be restarted.
3)
Bag beneath security shutter.
Photoeye PE3 detects objects beneath the security shutter.
If a stop button (excluding emergency stop) is pushed while an object is beneath the
security shutter, the conveyors continue to run until the object clears, then stop.
VOID DETECTION
If photoeye PE1 fails to detect a bag for 30 minutes (user adjustable), the system is
presumed to be running empty and unattended.
System stops. Security shutter closes.
continued

SAMPLE
OUTBOUND BAGGAGE HANDLING SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION

continued

SYSTEM UNLOAD
At any time a baggage handler may operate conveyor M2 only by selecting "UNLOAD"
mode in the control panel
1)
Baggage handler selects "UNLOAD" mode
Both conveyors starts and run continuously until photoeye PE2 is blocked, and
restarts each time photoeye PE2 is cleared.
In this way, bags are continuously delivered to a baggage handler stationed at the end
of the line.
2)
Baggage handler selects "LOAD" mode
This returns the system to its previous state. If the system was energised and the
security shutter open when "UNLOAD" was activated, it will remain so when the
"UNLOAD" feature is de-activated.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
(A)

FIRE ALARM
An additional pair of normally open contacts is provided in the main control panel
which will enable SYSTEM STOP and SHUTTERS CLOSE in the event of a fire
alarm. (In effect - remote STOP contacts)
These contacts will be wired (closed) by the panel manufacturer to enable
system to operate normally.
It will be the responsibility of others to utilise and wire these contacts.

(B)

SYSTEM STOP WHILE A BAG IS BENEATH THE SECURITY SHUTTER.
A photoeye PE3 detects any object beneath the security shutter and inhibits
system STOP function until the security shutter is clear.

security shutter
LS1 (confirms security shutter open)

PE2 (line full)

Motor
M2

PE3 (bag under security shutter)

PE1


Motor M1
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SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Conveyors are essential in today's travel industry, but they can be dangerous. A
conveyor contains many moving parts including shafts, pulleys, rollers and belting.
Any moving part is a potential source of danger to a careless or untrained operator.
Everyone coming in contact with the conveyor should be aware of the following.
1.

Do Not operate conveyor with protective guards removed. (i.e. chain
guards, belt guards, snub roller guards etc.)

2.

Do Not walk, ride, or climb on conveyor. Do not touch moving parts of
conveyor.

3.

Do Not wear lose clothing or uncovered hair around conveyor.

4.

Do Not work near conveyor without knowing how and where to shut the
power "OFF"

5.

Do Not remove jammed product with conveyor running.

6.

Do Not replace parts or perform maintenance on conveyor or moving
components without first shutting "OFF" power to the conveyor.
(Consult plant and local lock-out standards)

7.

To prevent electrical shock, conveyor must be grounded and have
proper electrical connections in accordance with Federal, Provincial and
Local codes.

It is the responsibility of the user of the conveyor to comply with safety standards
including Federal, Provincial and Local codes or regulations. Placement of guards
and other safety equipment in accordance with safety standards is dependent upon
the area and use to which the conveyor system is put. A safety study should be made
of the conveyor application and guards should be installed wherever appropriate.
Violation of the above safety rules hereby removes all product liability claims from
Pacific Conveyors Ltd.
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CARE OF STAINLESS SAFETY COVERS
For safety reasons, the working mechanisms of conveyors in public areas are
completely enclosed in stainless steel cladding. While this cladding adds safety and
aesthetic value to the conveyor system, it can make inspection and adjustment
difficult. Before commencing inspection and maintenance, it is recommended that the
area be cordoned off and all stainless covers removed.
DRIVE COVER

INTERMEDIATE COVER

TAIL PULLEY
COVER
Remove retaining screws Remove retaining screws Remove retaining screws
Slide out
Slide out
Lift off


REMOVING AND REPLACING TRIM
Slide cover our from beneath
the slider tread



SLIDER TREAD



Retaining
screw


WHEN REPLACING STAINLESS TRIM,
ENSURE THAT IT IS FITTED BENEATH
THE BELT AND SLIDER TREAD
(as shown above)

It is sometimes necessary to tap the stainless trim with a hammer to align the holes
for the retaining screws. Never hit the steel directly with the hammer. Always use a
wooden, or plastic drift between hammer and stainless trim.
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MAINTENANCE

WARNING
Make no adjustments on the conveyor while it is in motion
BEFORE MAINTENANCE.
1.
Since maintenance functions are generally to be performed while the conveyor
is off, the main power switch to the conveyor should be locked in the open, or off
position. Observe plant lockout procedures at all times.
2.
Certain maintenance procedures such as belt tracking are best performed with
the conveyor running. This work should only be performed by experienced
maintenance personnel.
DURING THE MAINTENANCE.
1.
Do not wear loose clothing. Secure long hair with a hair net or hard hat when
performing maintenance on an operating system.
2.
Be alert to hazardous conditions such as sharp edges, pinch points and
protruding parts.
3.
The key to efficient operation is good housekeeping. Clean up spilled
lubricants, and dropped tools and fasteners as completely and promptly as possible.
Failure to do so may result in product contamination or damaged equipment when the
conveyor is turned back on. Objects jammed in moving mechanisms should be
removed only with the conveyor locked out.
AFTER MAINTENANCE
1.
Do a walk-around of the conveyor. Make sure all guards are in place, and tools
and equipment have been removed from the area
2.
Make certain all personnel are clear of the conveyor, and are aware that the
conveyor is about to be started.
3.
Only authorised personnel should be permitted to start the conveyor following
maintenance or an emergency shut down.
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SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE AND LUBRICATION

ITEM

FREQUENCY

SERVICE

Gearmotors

1. 100 hours.
2. 1000 hours.
3. 2000 hours.

1. Change oil.
2. Check oil level. Add if necessary.
3. Change oil.

Conveyor belts

1. 1000 hours.

1. Check tension and tracking.
Adjust take-up as necessary.
1a. Check for abnormal wearing.
1b. Check lacing connection.
1c. Check pulley assemblies to
ensure proper alignment.

Pillow -block &
flange bearings

1. 12 months
2. 6 months*
3. 6 weeks**

1. Clean and grease
For dirty conditions*
For extreme moisture conditions**

Gravity Rollers

1. 6 months.

1. Make sure all roller and wheels
turn freely. Replace any that are
dented, warped, binding, etc.

MAINTENANCE RECORD SHEET
Proper and regular maintenance procedures are extremely important in maintaining trouble free service in a conveyor system.
The conveyor should be thoroughly inspected and checked at regular intervals, see maintenance inspection chart on page 4.
Following the recommended inspection procedures should help in preventing possible failures or breakdowns.
Shown below is a maintenance record sheet that is designed to aid in keeping a positive record of any inspections, repairs, or
malfunctions that have occurred within the system.

CONVEYOR
NO.

MECHANICS
INITIALS

DATE OF
INSPECTION

RESULT OF
INSPECTION
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CAUSE OF
TROUBLE

PARTS REPAIRED
OR REPLACED
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
GEARMOTORS
TROUBLE
1. Running
excessively hot,
repeated stalling
or hard to start.

PROBABLE CAUSE
A. Drag on conveyor
B. Lack of lubricant
C. Frozen sprocket

D. Frozen roller
E. Overload
F. Electrical

2. Excessive noise

A. Lack of lubrication
B. Damage gears
C. Faulty bearings

REMEDY
A. Inspect entire conveyor for
obstruction causing drag on
chain.
B. Check oil level in gear case, be
sure vent plug is open.
C. Check and inspect all
sprockets and bearings.
Replace any, which are frozen
or difficult to rotate.
D. Check all rollers for rotation.
E. Remove causes and/or
increase motor HP.
F. Check wiring and circuits. Take
ampere reading. Replace
motor if necessary.
A. Check oil level in gear case.
B. Replace unit.
C. Replace bearings.

BELT CONVEYORS
TROUBLE
1. Belts do not start

2. Belt does not track

2. Drive or end
pulleys making
noise
3. Rollers making
noise

PROBABLE CAUSE

REMEDY

A. No Power
A. Check power on at panel
B. Security door closed B. Ensure security door is fully
open
C. Emergency Stop
C. Check and reset emergency
stop buttons
A. Pulleys are not
A. Square pulley with conveyor
square with
frame. Be sure conveyor frame
conveyor frame
is square and level. Adjust
snub idlers.
B. Belt lacing is not
B. Check squareness of belt
square
lacing. Cut and relace if
necessary.
A. Bearings could be
A. Grease bearings with grease
dry
gun through grease fittings.
B. Bearings could be
B. Replace bearings.
worn out
A. Bearings could be
A. Lubricate bearings with
dry
approved lubricant, wipe away
excess lubricant.
B. Bearings could be
B. Replace bearings if possible, or
worn out
complete roller.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
DRIVE CHAIN, CONVEYING CHAIN, SPROCKETS
Not applicable to belt conveyors with shaft mounted drives
TROUBLE
1. Abnormal wear

2. Excessive noise

3. Pulsating chain

4. Broken chain

5. Sprocket loose
on shaft

6. Excessive slack

PROBABLE CAUSE
A. Excessive chain
tension
B. Sprockets
misaligned
C. Chain not
adequately
lubricated
D. Damaged sprocket
or chain
E. Misalignment of
chain guard
F. Dirty chain
A. Insufficient chain
tension
B. Chain not
adequately
lubricated
C. Sprockets
misaligned
A. Insufficient chain
tension
B. Misalignment of
chain guard
C. Overload

A. Frozen bearing or
sprocket shaft.
B. Worn or damaged
chain
C. Obstructed or jam
A. Loose setscrews.
B. Worn or damaged
key
A. Normal wear.

REMEDY
A. Reduce chain tension.
B. Realign with straight edge across
sprocket faces.
C. Lubricate chain with approved
lubricant, wipe away excess
lubricant.
D. Replaces damaged components.
E. Remove or adjust as appropriate.
F. Clean thoroughly and lubricate
with approved lubricant.
C. Adjust chain tension.
D. Lubricate chain with approved
lubricant, wipe away excess
lubricant.
E. Realign with straight edge across
sprocket faces.
A. Adjust chain tension.
B. Remove or adjust as appropriate.
C. Inspect for obstruction to or drag
on conveyor.
A. Inspect for damaged bearings,
replace if necessary. Replace
chain links as required.
B. Replace chain as required.
C. Remove obstruction to clear jam.
A. Realign sprockets with straight
edge and tighten setscrews.
B. Replace with new key.
A. Expect rapid chain growth in first
two weeks of operation. Adjust
chain tension.

Pacific Conveyors Ltd MODEL 914 SB "Trackmaster" SLIDER BED BELT CONVEYORS

BELT TRACKING
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Shifting return rollers in Direction “B” will cause the belt to move in Direction “C” and vice versa.
Shifting head pulley in Direction “A” will cause the belt to move in Direction “C” and vice versa.
Shifting take-up pulley in Direction “A” will increase belt tension. Adjust both sides equally.
Take-up pulley should not be used for belt tracking.
Drive pulley must not be used for belt tracking.
As a last resort, moving the tail pulley in the Direction “B” will cause the belt to move in Direction “C”, moving
head pulley in Direction “A” will cause the belt to move in Direction “C”.
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ORDERING REPLACEMENT PARTS
Replacement parts are available from the inventories of Pacific Conveyors Ltd and
other local suppliers.
Pacific Conveyors however strongly recommends that any components regarded as
crucial to system operation, which are not readily available from local stock, be carried
by the purchaser.
A list of these components is presented in this manual.
In requesting parts, maintenance or warrantee assistance, please quote the project
number on cover page of this manual.
Customer project
#
Pacific Conveyors Project
#

Pacific Conveyors Ltd
engineered material handling systems
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SAMPLE MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE
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Mechanical Components
Powered Belt System

ii

Recommended Spare Parts and Tools

SECTION 3

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE

PACIFIC CONVEYORS LTD MODEL 914 conveyors are engineered to start fully loaded, and to handle
live loads up to 100 Kg per Meter of length, with a minimum service factor of 1.30]

Belt Conveyors M1

MODEL 914 "Trackmaster" Serial #1932A1 & 1932A2
Loading conveyors, Length 1829 mm (6' 0")
End rolls
PCL MODEL "FC" Style C
Diameter 152 mm
Face length 864 mm, dual crowned
Internal bearings for 25.4 mm (1") shaft
Drive rolls PCL MODEL "FC" Style T
Diameter 165 mm
Face width 838 mm, dual crowned
Keyed bore hubs for 25.4 mm (1") shaft
Vulcanised friction lagging 9 mm thick
Bearings
SBFL 205-16
Snub rolls PCL MODEL "FC" Style C
Diameter 76 mm
Face length 864 mm, dual crowned
Internal bearings for 25.4 mm (1") shaft
Take-up rolls PCL MODEL "FC" Style C
Diameter 114 mm
Face length 864 mm, dual crowned
Internal bearings for 25.4 mm (1") shaft
Face width 1016 mm, flat faced
Internal bearings for 11/16" hex shaft
Belts
Habasit Trackmate Type NSL-11ESBV
Flame retardant to DIN 22103, ISO 340
Width 838 mm Length 4724 mm
Mild steel clipper lacing
Motor
TechTop Model BLA 504F-C
power supply 575/3/60
speed 1800 rpm @ 60hz, 1/2 HP (.38 kW)
FLA 0.83 amps
Gearbox
Automation Direct MODEL WG175-020-D
Sprockets 40B18 x 7/8 (on gearbox)
40B 32 x 1" (on driven shaft)
Chain
#40 premium rivetted
Length 44" (88 pitches including con link)

continued

continued
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MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE

Belt Conveyors M2

MODEL 914 "Trackmaster" Serial #1932B1 & 1932B2
Accumulation/transit conveyors, Length 8687 mm (28'6")
End rolls
PCL MODEL "FC" Style C
Diameter 152 mm
Face length 889 mm, dual crowned
Internal bearings for 25.4 mm (1") shaft
Drive rolls PCL MODEL "FC" Style T
Diameter 165 mm
Face width 889 mm, dual crowned
Keyed bore hubs for 32.8 mm (1.25") shaft
Vulcanised friction lagging 9 mm thick
Bearings
UCFL 207-20
Snub rolls PCL MODEL "FC" Style C
Diameter 76 mm
Face length 889 mm, dual crowned
Internal bearings for 25.4 mm (1") shaft
Take-up rolls PCL MODEL "FC" Style C
Diameter 114 mm
Face length 889 mm, dual crowned
Internal bearings for 25.4 mm (1") shaft
Face width 1016 mm, flat faced
Keyed bore hubs for 32.8 mm (1.25") shaft
Belts
Habasit Trackmate Type NSL-11ESBV
Flame retardant to DIN 22103, ISO 340
Width 864 mm Length 8687 mm
Mild steel clipper lacing
Motors
TechTop Model BLA 0024F-C
power supply 575/3/60
speed 1800 rpm @ 60hz, 2 HP (1.5 kW)
FLA 2.42 amps
Gearboxes WGA-75M-030 H1 gearbox (30:1 ratio)
Disconnects BRYANT 303230

Security/Fire Control
Shutter
Raynor Durashutter 1118W x 1219H
Controller SMC smart motor controller
Limit switch ABM1E71Z11 (confirms door open)
Curtains
Pacco PVC125
Local controls
Photoeyes Eaton 1451E-6514
Alarm
Werma KombiSIGN 71
E Stops
Fuji AR30V0R-01RZC
Disconnects BRYANT 303230
See also electrical schematics bill of material
continued
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MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT SCHEDULE

continued

Recommended Spare Parts
Prices are quoted as of conveyor Sept 22, 2020 and remain in effect for 90 days.
Prices are FOB Pacific Conveyors facilities, Delta, B.C.
Conveyors M1

Drive roll bearing unit
End/Snub roll bearing
Speed Reducer

BT6-34C-type C-1.00" bore
Complete with shaft
BT6-33-typeT-1.00 " bore
9 mm friction lagging
Complete with shaft
BT34 C-type C- 100" bore
Complete with shaft
SBFL 207-100D
UELS 205-100D
WG 175-20

$ 16.22 ea
$ 42.47 ea
$ 550.80 ea

1

Motor

BLA 504F-C

$ 337.00 ea

1

Belt, c/w lacing

NSL-11ESBV - 838W-4724L

$ 715.84 ea

1

End Rolls

1

Drive Roll

1

Snub/Return rolls

2
2
1

$ 326.70 ea
$ 561.60 ea
$ 172.80 ea

Conveyors M2
BT6-35C-type C-1.00" bore
Complete with shaft
BT6-35-typeT-1.25 " bore
9 mm friction lagging
Complete with shaft
BT35 C-type C- 100" bore
Complete with shaft

1

End Roll

$ 335.80 ea

1

Drive Roll

1

Snub/Return rolls

2

Drive roll bearing unit

UCFL 207-104D

$

32.64 ea

2

End/take up roll
bearing

UELS 206-104D

$

52.60 ea

2

Snub roll bearing

UELS 205-100D

$

42.47 ea

1

Speed Reducer

WGA 75-30

$ 990.80 ea

1

Motor

BLA 0024F-C

$ 457.00 ea

1

Belt, c/w lacing

NSL-11ESBV - 864W-8687L

$1,028.28 ea

1

E stop pushbutton

AR30V0R-01RZC

$

1

Photoeye

Eaton 1451E-6514

$ 218.24 ea

1

Draft Curtain

Pacco PVC125

$ 480.00 ea

1

Security shutter

Raynor Durashutter 44/48

$5,890.00 ea

1

Shutter controller

Raynor SMC

$ 526.00 ea

1

Limit switch

ABM1E71Z11

$ 108.46 ea

$ 582.45 ea
$ 180.80 ea

Accessories
63.00 ea

Pacific Conveyors Ltd
engineered material handling systems
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SECURITY SHUTTERS
Maintenance and Troubleshooting
Recommended Preventive Maintenance

The frequency of preventive maintenance depends largely on the conditions within which the
shutter is required to operate. The following check list may be adapted over time to suit each
application.
CHECK

GUIDES

CURTAIN
and
BOTTOM BAR

HEADPLATES

HOOD and
COVERS

EACH 3 MONTHS
All assembly bolts and wall
mounting fasteners for tightness
Guide groove spacing, equally
Spaced all the way up
Jambs structural integrity - split
or cracked conditions repaired
Repair or replace damaged
guides which could cause the
shutter to jam
Inspect curtain stops for damage
and fasteners for tightness

EACH 6 MONTHS

Repair or replace any damage which
may cause the door to bind
Endlocks and windlock rivets for
tightness
Curtain to barrel fasteners for
tightness
Curtain rubbing against headplate
Lubricate bearings
Replace any worn or damaged
bearings to prevent shaft wear
Headplate mounting bolts for
tightness
Headplate perpendicular to jambs
(May require sway bracing to prevent
side movement0
repair any damage which may cause
the curtain to bind

continued
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Troubleshooting Guide
DANGER!

Components under extreme tension. Removal of pulleys, curtain
stops etc.or structural supports can result in severe injury or death.

Adjustments and repairs should only be made by qualified journeymen using the
proper tools.
Symptom
Curtain binds in guide
groove
Curtain drifts to one side

Curtain rolls up unevenly

Probable cause
Incorrect field reference
spacing
Barrel not level

Probable solution
Refer to installation manual for
proper spacing
Level the barrel

Barrel not level

Level the barrel
Relieve the curtain pressure off
the barrel. Reposition the O
rings
Disconnect the curtain from the
barrel. Turn the rings around
Disconnect the curtain from the
barrel. Turn the rings around
Barrel and door serial number
should match. If not, consult
factory
Check packing slip for correct
number of installer turns (should
be within 1/6 turn
By reducing the spring tension,
the door may be closed.
Consult factory for permanent
corrective action
Remove one self tapper at each
spring anchor location and
determine if self tapper is
threaded into the casting.
Contact the factory for corrective
action or other causes and
solutions

O rings are incorrectly placed
on the barrel.
Aluminum rings are on
backwards
Aluminum rings are on
backwards

Shutter does not
balance

Incorrect barrel assembly

Incorrect tension by installer

Door will not completely
close

Incorrect number of spring coils

Door loses charge

Self tappers out of position

SECTION 4

SECURITY SHUTTERS
Setting limit switches

SECTION 4

SECURITY SHUTTERS
Smart Motor Controller
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SECURITY SHUTTERS
Smart Motor Controller
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Performance testing results
Fire Shutter drop test certificate
Fire retardant test results (ISO 340)
Equipment Warranty

PACIFIC CONVEYORS LTD.
INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL
OUTBOUND and INBOUND CONVEYOR SYSTEMS
CUSTOMER
General Contractor
End User
Pacific Conveyors Project

#

SAMPLE PERFORMANCE TESTING RESULTS

Check Motor
Nameplate

Check Motor
Operation

Check Gearbox
Check Gearbox
Operation
Check Conveyor
appearance
Check Conveyor
Operation

Check Electrical
Controls

M1 loading
conveyors
575/3/60

0.5 hp

1800 rpm

0.83 fla

Quiet

Cool


M2 transit
conveyors
575/3/60

2 hp

1800 rpm

2.42 fla

Quiet

Cool


Inbound
Carousel
575/3/60

2 hp

1740 rpm

2.3 fla

Quiet

Cool


Start-up
Current
Running
Current
WG 175
Ratio 20:1
Oil level
Breather
Quiet
Cool
Belt/lacing
Trim
Safety
Covers
Smooth
Quiet
Speed
0.52 mps
Power On
status light
Photoeyes
Emergency
Fault Light
Alarm

n.a.*
*

n.a.*
*



Start-up
Current
Running
Current
Size S67
Ratio 35:1
Oil level
Breather
Quiet
Cool
Pallets
Trim
Safety
Covers
Smooth
Quiet
Speed
0.49 mps
Power On
status light
Photoeyes
Emergency
Door Limit
Switches

Start/Stop



Start-up
Current
Running
Current
WGA 73
Ratio 30:1
Oil level
Breather
Quiet
Cool
Belt/lacing
Trim
Safety
Covers
Smooth
Quiet
Speed
0.52 mps
Power On
status light
Photoeyes
Emergency
Door Limit
Switches
Selector
Switches
Alarm



Start/Stop



0.6











 **





n.a.*
*
1.6











 **




1.32










 **





Alarm


Tested by Neil Dronsfield Witnessed
Teresa Wong
Nov. 6, 2020
*
Motors equipped with frequency control do not display a current surge on start.
**
Speeds may be harmonised by re-setting VFD frequencies

ANNUAL FIRE DOOR INSPECTION & DROP TEST LOG
CUSTOMER
DROP TEST INSTRUCTIONS (see also guidelines on page 2):
1) Before drop testing, conduct a visual check for damaged, incorrect or missing parts that
may create a hazard during testing or affect proper operation or resetting.
(e.g.. fusible links painted or coated).
2) Open and close the door to check for proper operation (i.e. correct spring tension, free
movement).
3) Disconnect fusible link (do not cut or heat) and let the fire door drop.
Note: Make sure all employees & materials are clear of door opening, before dropping door.
4) If the fire door does not fully close or average closing speed is not between 6 – 24 inches
per second, then note observed deficiencies below.
5) Reset fire door per manufacturer’s instructions.
DOOR LOCATION
Port Hardy Airport

MFG

SIZE

SERIAL
NO

VISUAL
CHECK
PASS

Outbound Baggage
System Line 1
Outbound Baggage
System Line 2

Raynor
Durashutter
Raynor
Durashutter

xx" wide
xx" high
xx" wide
xx" high

Work order
Item#

Work order
Item#

OPERATION
CHECK

FAIL

PASS

FAIL

DROP
TEST
PASS













FAIL

OBSERVED DEFICIENCIES (List by door no): None
The door(s) listed above have been tested and reset in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions and NFPA 80, and left in proper working condition unless
otherwise noted above. This written record should be maintained in your E&S file
and made available for inspection purposes.
Tested by:

Certificate of Qualification

DROP TEST CERTIFICATION:
Site location:
Test date:

CORRECTIVE ACTION:
Date deficiencies corrected:
Deficiencies corrected by:
Manager’s signature:

Testing by:
Witnessed by:

XXXX-XX-XX (Provincial)
X-XX-XXXXX (Interprovincial)

FIRE DOOR INSPECTION & DROP TEST GUIDELINES
VISUAL INSPECTION








Proper Installation
• Curtain, barrel and guides are aligned, level, plumb, and true
• Attachment to jambs with proper bolts, expansion anchors, or as otherwise
required by the listing
• Expansion clearance
• Fusible link locations
Damaged, Incorrect, or Missing Parts
• Slats – Bent slats, cracked beads, torn ends
• End locks – Missing, broken, bent, loose
• Bottom bar – Bent angles, loose bolts, missing fiber washers (if required)
• Guide assembly – Bent angles, loose bolts, missing fiber washers (if required),
curtain entry
• Hood and flame baffle (if required) – bent, rubbing curtain in open position,
holes, tears, attachment to brackets and wall (if required); intermediate
supports (if required)
• Brackets and operating mechanisms – worn, mis-aligned or badly meshed
gears, broken parts, bent shafts
• Automatic closing and governor mechanisms – missing or broken parts, drop or
release arms tied, blocked or wedged
• Fusible links, sash chain/cable, S-hooks, eyes, etc.; links painted or coated
with dust or grease, kinked or pinched cable, chain twisted, or not flexible,
obstructed eyes or raceways
• Mounting and assembly bolts – missing or loose
• Replacement parts not from original door manufacturer – “homemade” or mismatched parts
OPERATIONAL INSPECTION
• Roll door up and down in normal operation to check for spring tension and free
movement of curtain in guides.
• If door does not roll up and down properly in normal operation or if there are
damaged or missing parts that will create a hazard or prevent proper operation
or reset.
• These deficiencies should be corrected before conducting the drop test.
DROP TEST
• Drop test per manufacturer’s instructions
• The door passes the drop test only if:

Fully closes with the curtain resting on the sill

Average closing speed is between 6 to 12 inches per second (Divide
measured door opening height by the elapsed closing time which starts
when the fusible link is first removed)
• Reset door per manufacturer’s instruction

Flame Retardation - Belting test results
Habasit NHM-8ESBV Certified to ISO 340

Serving Canada - Coast to Coast

PACIFIC CONVEYORS LTD.
Unit 101-7088, Venture Street, Delta, B.C. V4G 1H5
Telephone (604)-940-1868 E Mail pacco@telus.net
Quality, Service and Reliability since 1997

WARRANTY
Pacific Conveyors Ltd. warrants that the design, workmanship, materials and
components used in the manufacture of its products are of good quality
Pacific Conveyors Ltd, will replace at no cost FOB FACTORY, any part proving defective
in materials or workmanship for a period of one year or 2000 hours of operation, such
defects to be verified by Pacific Conveyors Ltd. inspection.
Unless express agreement is made by Pacific Conveyors Ltd, the purchaser shall bear the
expense of installation, and Pacific Conveyors Ltd. liability is extended only to furnishing
said parts or components. Pacific Conveyors Ltd. is not liable for consequential damages,
such as delays or expenses or loss of profit incurred by failure of said part or parts.
Failures due to abuse, incorrect installation or adjustment, or lack of maintenance, are not
covered by Pacific Conveyors' warranty.
Unless equipment is specifically designed and warranted for special duty applications.
Operation under impact, or corrosive, abrasive or damp conditions may void this warranty.
Unauthorised returns, modifications, or tampering invalidate this warranty.
Original equipment manufacturer or component supplier warranty may apply where
Pacific Conveyors Ltd. warranty has been voided or expired. In such cases the longer
warranty may apply.

The foregoing warranty cannot be changed except by written authorization
signed by an authorised representative of Pacific Conveyors Ltd.
Commissioning Date

Clarifications and exceptions

Operator Training (CATSA) Date

requested by customer

Operator Training (Baggage Handlers)
Date
Equipment turnover Date

Approved by:

PACIFIC CONVEYORS LTD

Authorised Representative

Pacific Conveyors Ltd
engineered material handling systems

SECTION 6.

ELECTRICAL
PANEL LAYOUT AND SCHEMATIC DRAWINGS
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi,.
vii.

Panel Layout
Control Schematic (1)
Control Schematic (2)
Control Schematic (3)
Control Schematic (4)
Bill of Material
Functional Description

Pacific Conveyors Ltd
engineered material handling systems

SECTION 7.

LAYOUT AND REFERENCE DRAWINGS
i.
ii

Powered conveyors layout
Powered conveyors elevation

